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Abstract
Several observed states close to the DD¯∗ and D∗(s)D¯
∗
(s) thresholds, as the X(3872)
and some XYZ particles can be described in terms of a two-meson molecule. Further-
more, doubly charmed states are also predicted. These new states are near the D∗D∗
and D∗D∗s thresholds, and have spin-parity J
P = 1+. Their natural decay modes are
D(s)D
∗, DD(s)pi and DD(s)γ and D
∗D(s)γ. We evaluate the widths of these states,
named here as Rcc(3970) and Scc(4100), and obtain 44 MeV for the non-strangeness,
and 24 MeV for the doubly charm-strange state. Essentially, the decay modes are
DD(s)pi and DD(s)γ, being the Dpi and Dγ emitted by one of the D
∗ meson which
forms the molecule.
1 Introduction
Since the discovery of the X(3872) by the Belle Collaboration [1], and observed afterwards
by other collaborations, the number of so-called XYZ states have been increasing. The
next by mass are X(3915), X(3940), Y(3940), Z(3930) and X(4160). Most of these states
cannot be fitted in terms of cc¯ [2]. For example, it is difficult to accomodate the X(3872)
in the charmonium spectra because the ratio Γ(X → π+π−J/ψ)/Γ(X → π0π+π−) gives
large branching fraction to π+π−J/ψ, which is unexpected for the available charmonium
assignments, χ′c1 (2
3P1 cc¯) or 2
−+, ηc2. Instead, it is often said that the X(3872) could
be a molecule made of DD¯∗ [3, 4], which is strongly reinforced by the mass so-close to
these thresholds. A clear explanation of this issue has been given in [5, 6], where, based
on a molecular picture with an interaction provided by hidden gauge lagrangians [7, 8],
the authors found that it is possible to explain the ratio Γ(X → π+π−J/ψ)/Γ(X →
π0π+π−J/ψ) as a molecular object of I = 0 with a mixture of a very small component of
I = 1. Moreover, to explain the missing charged partner and χc1(2P ), and some reaction
rates such as the production from the pp¯ collision, a hybrid picture with a c¯c-core was also
proposed [9]. While a small fraction of the quark core is needed for the above features, it
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was shown that the main component of the X(3872) is the DD¯∗ molecule. Recently, the
LHCb has measured [10] the quantum numbers of the X(3872) as 1++. This result rules
out the X(3872) to be the ηc2(1
1D2) state, favoring the exotic interpretation.
It has been discussed by several authors whether or not some of the other observed
XYZ particles can be described in terms of molecules [11–20]. Regarding the observed
states near to the D∗D¯∗ thresholds, using the same formalism as in [5] for the X(3872),
with hidden gauge Lagrangians, some of the XYZ states [2] can also be interpreted as
D∗(s)D¯
∗
(s)-like molecules [11]. In [11], three states with I = 0 and J
PC = 0++, 1+− and
2++ around 3940 MeV are found, other with I[JPC ] = 0[2++] and mass close to 4160
MeV, and also a Zc charged state with mass around 3920 MeV and quantum numbers
I[JPC ] = 1[2++] (see next section for further discussion). Furthermore, in [21] the authors
show that the dynamics from the extrapolation of the local hidden gauge model to SU(4)
fully respects the constraints of heavy quark spin symmetry. In [12], the authors start from
the assumption that the Y(3940) and the Y(4140) are hadronic molecules with quantum
numbers JPC = 0++ or 2++ whose constituents are the charm vectors D∗D¯∗ for the Y(3940)
and D∗+s D¯
∗−
s for the Y(4140) and they calculate the decay rates of the observed modes
Y (3940) → J/ψω and Y (4140) → J/ψφ for the case JPC = 0++. Their results for the
coupling constants are the input to evaluate the decay modes that supports the molecular
interpretation. In [13], the authors present an EFT (Effective Field Theory) description
of heavy mesons molecules based on HQSS (Heavy Quark Spin Symmetry), and predict
in total six D(∗)D¯(∗) molecular states based on the assumption that the X(3915) is a 0++
heavy spin symmetry partner of the X(3872).
The molecular picture can also be applied to further states, though the vector-vector
interaction does not always provide sufficient attraction. Only those carrying the quantum
number hidden charm (C = 0;S = 0), (C = 1;S = −1, 0, 1) and (C = 2;S = 0, 1), form
molecules of two D∗ mesons or D∗ and ρ,K∗ [22, 23]. Some of these cases are flavour
exotics since they can not be reached by qq¯ [23]. Of particular interest is the doubly
charmed states of C = 2, which is a challenge also for experiments. Doubly charm states
with the same quantum numbers have also been found in [24] from solving the scattering
problem of two D-mesons with the interaction provided by the chiral constituent quark
model. Theoretically, tetraquark structure has been also discussed [25–27]. In [25], the
authors assume that the X(3872) is a tetraquark structure and use its mass as input to
determine the mass of the Tcc, finding MTcc = 3966 MeV. Whether they exist or not, and
if so what their structure would be like, either molecular or compact tetraquark like, is an
important question.
On the whole, using the hidden gauge Lagrangians together with unitary scattering
amplitudes, it is possible to obtain, the doubly charmed R+cc(3970) and S
+(+)
cc (4100) as
dynamically generated states from the vector-vector interaction with the same value of
the free parameters (the subtraction constant or cutoff in the two-meson function loop)
to those used for the XYZ [11] (this is shown in the next section). Therefore, if some of
these states, like the Y(3940) or X(4160), are good candidates of meson-molecular states,
we strongly expect that there also should be doubly charmed mesons.
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To explore further the internal structure of these states, it is useful to study various
transition amplitudes, including production and decays. In this paper, we study the decays
of the predicted exotic states of D∗D∗(s) molecules in detail. The production mechanism
perhaps requires combinations of hard and soft processes which is beyond our scope in the
present paper. Because of a bosonic system, a D∗D∗ molecule can form a state of spin and
parity JP = 1+ when they are dominated by an s-wave state. They cannot decay into DD¯
due to its quantum numbers. In this paper we consider possible decays of Rcc(3970) and
Scc(4100), including strong and radiative decays. The strong decays occur through DD
∗
(s)
or D(s)D
∗ which subsequently go to three body states via D∗ → πD. Radiative decays also
occur through the above two-body channels with D∗ → Dγ.There are also direct decays
into three-body states, DDγ, but they are small as compared to the above processes going
through two bodies, as we show in this manuscript.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we explain briefly the model for the
dynamically generated resonances, XYZ and doubly charm states, in section 2. In section
3, we evaluate their decay widths to D(s)D
∗
(s), which are mediated by vector mesons or
pseudoscalar ones. Direct three-body radiative decays are studied in section 4 and 5.
Finally, in sections 6 we show the results reaching the conclusions and final remarks in
section 7.
2 Dynamically generated XYZ, doubly charm mesons
and the breaking of the SU(4) symmetry
In our approach, local hidden gauge lagrangians are used to study the vector-vector in-
teraction [11, 22, 23, 28, 29]. The hidden gauge Lagrangian, which involves the interaction
of vector mesons amongst themselves, coming from the formalism of the hidden gauge
symmetry (HGS) for vector mesons [7, 8]
LIII = −1
4
〈VµνV µν〉 , (1)
where the symbol 〈〉 stands for the trace in the SU(4) space and Vµν is given by
Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ − ig[Vµ, Vν ] , (2)
with g given by
g =
MV
2f
, (3)
and f = 93 MeV the pion decay constant. Using the value of g in Eq. (3) is one of the
ways to account for the KSFR relation [30] which is tied to vector meson dominance [31].
The vector field Vµ is represented by the SU(4) matrix which is parametrized by 16 vector
3
+ =
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the vector - vector interaction, contact term (a) and vector
exchange (b) are included in the kernel V [23].
mesons including the 15-plet and singlet of SU(4),
Vµ =


ρ0√
2
+ ω√
2
ρ+ K∗+ D¯∗0
ρ− − ρ0√
2
+ ω√
2
K∗0 D∗−
K∗− K¯∗0 φ D∗−s
D∗0 D∗+ D∗+s J/ψ


µ
, (4)
where the ideal mixing has been taken for ω, φ and J/ψ. The interaction of LIII gives rise
to a contact term
L(c)III =
g2
2
〈VµVνV µV ν − VνVµV µV ν〉 , (5)
depicted in Fig. 1 (a), and also to a three vector vertex [28, 29]
L3V = ig〈(V µ∂νVµ − ∂νVµV µ)V ν)〉 . (6)
This latter Lagrangian gives rise to a V V → V V amplitude by means of the exchange
of one of the vectors, as shown in Figs. 1 (b). The vector-exchange diagram in Fig. 1
(b) dominates the interaction (in the sectors charm = 2; strangeness = 0, 1, only the
potential from this diagram survives) and upon the aproximation q2 ∼ 0 leads to a contact
interaction, see Fig. 2. In some channels it is attractive and leads to the generation of
bound states in the coupled channel calculation [11]. The potential from Fig. 1 (b) after
spin projection can be read as:
Vij = − g
2
m2Vex
Aij(s− u) for J = 0, 1, 2 ,
(7)
in the t-channel and
Vij = − g
2
m2Vex
Bij(s− t) for J = 0, 2 ,
Vij =
g2
m2Vex
Bij(s− t) for J = 1 , (8)
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Vex, i = ρ, ω, J/ψ
D∗
D∗
D∗
D∗
=⇒
D∗D∗
D∗ D∗
(
∑
i Vex, i)
q2 ∼ 0
Figure 2: Point-like vector-vector interaction in the case of D∗D∗ → D∗D∗.
in the u-channel. Here, mVex stands for the mass of the exchanged vector meson, Aij , Bij
are the coefficients for the particular transitions i→ j, and g = mV /(2f).
The SU(4) structure of the Lagrangian allows us to take into account all possible
particle channels by a single interaction term. However, in reality, the SU(4) flavour
symmetry is broken in several ways:
1) All the physical masses are taken from the PDG [32]. The strength of the s-wave
projected potential of Eq. (8) increases with the initial energy s, which leads to a
stronger potential when D∗ particles are involved than for lighter vector mesons.
2) The exchange of heavy particles like J/ψ is supressed compared to ρ, ω or φ due to
the presence of m2Vex in the denominator.
3) Different coupling constants “g” in Eqs. (5), (6) and (8) are taken, “g2h” for VhVh →
VhVh, “ghgl” for VhVh → VlVl, and “g2l ” for VlVl → VlVl, where h means heavy
particle, h = D∗, D∗s and l light particle. Thus different coupling constants are used
gD∗ = mD∗/(2fD), gD∗s or g = mρ/(2fπ), with fD = 206/
√
2 MeV and fπ = 93 MeV
in [11].
The sum of the amplitudes in Fig. 1, projected in s-wave, isospin and spin, are the kernel
of the Bethe Salpeter equation used to unitarize amplitudes resumming over loops [33].
T = (1ˆ− V G)−1V . (9)
The potencial V here is a 10× 10 matrix in I = 0 with the amplitudes obtained from the
channels D∗D¯∗, D∗sD¯
∗
s , K
∗K¯∗, ρρ, ωω, φφ, J/ψJ/ψ, ωJ/ψ, φJ/ψ, ωφ, in its elements for
each spin J = 0, 1, 2 independently. Also, in I = 1, V is a 6 × 6 matrix whose elements
come from the transition potentials between the channels D∗D¯∗, K∗K¯∗, ρρ, ρω, ρJψ, ρφ,
and G is a diagonal matrix where its elements are the two meson loop function Gi(P ) for
each channel i
Gi(P ) = i
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
q2 −m21 + iǫ
1
(P − q)2 −m22 + iǫ
, (10)
where P is the initial four-momentum, with P 0 =
√
s. Gi(P ) is a function of α(µ) in the
dimensional regularization scheme, or qmax if the cutoff method is used instead. The result
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Figure 3: Couplings of the resonance to the two vector meson component.
of the calculation gives the poles positions in the complex plain and the coupling constant
of the state, gR, to the two meson component in each channel, evaluated as the square
root of the residue of the pole in this channel, see Fig. 3. This coupling constant gR and
the pole positions,
√
s0, are the only magnitudes needed to evaluate observables as decay
widths.
To investigate the effect of the SU(4) breaking, we have performed the calculation of [11]
by using two parameter sets: 1) with SU(4) symmetric coupling, gl = mρ/(2fπ) in Eqs. (5),
(6) and αh = −1.4 (µ = 1500 MeV) in all channels, and 2) with SU(4) breaking couplings,
we use g2h or glgh, being gh = mD∗/(2fD) in the channels involving heavy particles as
explained before in this section, and αh = −1.27. The results are shown in the Tables 4
and 5 in the Appendix (A.1), where pole positions,
√
s0, and couplings to the two-meson
channel of the resonance, gR are summarized. From these tables, we can see that: 1) the
use of different gl or gh in the heavy channels is mostly compensated by a small change
of αh. 2) the value of the coupling of the resonance, gR, to the most important channel,
D∗D¯∗ or D∗sD¯
∗
s , barely changes using one or the other prescription. The conclusion is that
the different value of the coupling g in SU(3), for heavy particles, can be absorved into the
change in the subtraction constant αh.
In this article we refer to those states obtained in [23] in the sectors charm = 2; strangeness =
0, 1, where only one channel is possible, D∗D∗ or D∗D∗s , as Rcc(3970) and Scc(4100). These
bound states have quantum numbers I[JP ] = 0[1+] and I[JP ] = 1/2[1+], respectively.
The amplitude in Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the coupling of the Rcc (Scc) resonance
toD∗D∗, D∗D∗s . For the couplings of the resonance to the two vectors, keeping the spin = 1
structure, the resulting T -matrix amplitude T (D∗D∗ → D∗D∗) can be approximated in
the vecinity of the pole as
T ≃ [gR
1
2
(ǫi1ǫ
j
2 − ǫj1ǫi2)][gR 12(ǫi1ǫj2 − ǫj2ǫi2)]
s− sp (11)
Using the two sets of parameters, 1) gl with αh = −1.4, or 2) gh with αh = −1.27,
to obtain the I = 0 states around 3940 MeV as described above, we evaluate the pole
positions and couplings of the resonance for the doubly charm states. The results are
summarized in Table 1. In this table we show the value of the coupling to the most
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important channel comparing both assumptions. As we observe under these two different
situations, the changes in the masses and coupling constants are small, in particular the
resulting coupling constants are similar to those obtained by the Weinberg’s formula,
g2W
4π
= 4(m1 +m2)
2
√
2B
µ
[1 +O(
√
2µB
β
)] (12)
where m1,2 are the constituent masses, B is the binding energy of the molecule with mass
M , defined as M = m1 + m2 − B, µ is the reduced mass and 1/β the range of the
forces [34, 35]. We obtain in both cases doubly charm states. Their couplings to D∗D∗(s)
are used to evaluate their decay widths in the next section.
From Table 1, we see, for only one channel as the case of doubly charm mesons (D∗D∗
or D∗D∗s), the decrease in the mass reverts into a larger couplings, which is consistent with
the formula of Weinberg.
This effect of bigger coupling for lower masses will be taken into account in this paper
when we perform the calculation of the errors of the decay widths.
C;S I,J MR channel |gR| gWeff
(gl) (gh) (gl) (gh) (gl) (gh)
0; 0 0, 0 3936 3950 D∗D¯∗ 18700 18000 18050 17200
0, 1 3940 3955 D∗D¯∗ 18260 17200 17800 16900
0, 2 3921 3922 D∗D¯∗ 20600 21000 18800 18800
0, 2 4174 4160 D∗sD¯
∗
s 20400 19500 16700 17700
1, 2 3970 3924 D∗D¯∗ 20500 20560 15800 18700
2; 0 0, 1 3968 3942 D∗D∗ 16800 19500 15900 17800
2; 1 1/2, 1 4100 4070 D∗sD
∗ 13400 17700 13100 16400
Table 1: Mass of the dynamically generated XYZ, doubly charm resonances, and the
coupling to the main channel using gl and αh = −1.4 or gh, with αh = −1.27 in the
channels with heavy vector mesons. Units are MeV.
3 Decays of doubly charmed states to D(s)D
∗
(s)
The Rcc → DD∗(s) transition can be reached through anomalous couplings V V P (where
the symbol Rcc stands for the doubly charmed resonance). The set of Feynman diagrams
considered are depicted in Fig. 4. Within loops, particles cannot be distinguished and we
must consider different sign of the isospin factor in the isospin combination:
|D∗D∗, I = 0, I3 = 0〉 = 1√
2
(−D∗+D∗0 +D∗0D∗+) (13)
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D∗+
D∗0
D∗0
D∗+
D∗+
D∗0
D∗0
D∗+
D∗+
D∗0
D∗0
D∗+
D∗+
D∗0
D∗0
D∗+
D+
D∗0
D+
D∗0
D+
D∗0
D+
D∗0
D0
D∗+
D0
D∗+
D0
D∗+
D0
D∗+
π0, η, η′
π+
ρ0, ω, J/ψ
ρ+
π+
π0, η, η′
ρ+
ρ0, ω, J/ψ
R+cc
Figure 4: Feynman diagrams evaluated in the decay Rcc → DD∗.
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V1(q)
V2(P − q)
V1(q)
V2(P − q)
m(P − k)
Vf(k)
m(P − k)
Vf(k)
R(P ) R(P )
1) 2)
ml(k − P + q)Vl(P − k − q)
Figure 5: PPV and 3V Feynman diagrams for the evaluation of the Rcc → DD∗(s) decay
width.
with D∗+ = |1
2
, 1
2
〉 and D∗0 = −|1
2
,−1
2
〉. While for the strange doubly charmed state, we
have |D∗D∗s , I = 12 , I3 = −12〉 = −D∗0D∗+s and |D∗D∗s , I = 12 , I3 = 12〉 = D∗+D∗+s . The
couplings of the resonances to the D∗D∗ component are given in Table 1 in the isospin
basis, using two different prescriptions: 1) αh = −1.4 and gl = mρ/(2fπ), 2) αh = −1.27
and gh = mD∗/(2fD). We will use the first prescription and perform variations of the
parameters involved afterwards (see section 6).
The Lagrangians needed to evaluate the decay width to DD∗(s) are [8],
LPPV = −ig〈V µ[P, ∂µP ]〉
L3V = ig〈(V µ∂νVµ − ∂νVµV µ)V ν)〉
LV V P = G
′
√
2
ǫµναβ〈∂µVν∂αVαP 〉 , (14)
with e the unit electronic charge (e2/4π = α), G′ = 3g′2/(4π2f), g′ = −GVMρ/(
√
2f 2),
GV = f/
√
2 and g = MV /2f . The constant f is the pion decay constant f = 93 MeV ,
Q = diag(2,−1,−1, 1)/3 and MV is the mass of the vector meson.
The P matrix contain the 15-plet of the pseudoscalars and the 15-plet of vectors re-
spectively in the physical basis considering η, η′ mixing [36]:
P =


η√
3
+ η
′
√
6
+ π
0√
2
π+ K+ D¯0
π− η√
3
+ η
′
√
6
− π0√
2
K0 D−
K− K¯0 − η√
3
+
√
2
3
η′ D−s
D0 D+ D+s ηc

 , (15)
The Feynman diagrams involved in the evaluation of the decay width of Rcc → DD∗
are depicted in Fig. 4. They are similar to those of [37,38] since the transition V V → V P
is also there. Essentially, we have two different structures which are depicted in Fig. 5.
Diagram 1) contains a 3V- vertex and 2) has a PPV- vertex instead. Below, we evaluate
both diagrams in Fig. 5.
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3.1 Decay mediated by a vector meson, Fig. 5. 1)
To evaluate diagram 1), first we show the structures of the three different vertices that
appear in Fig. 5, 1) (derived from Eq. (14)):
tRV V =
I gR
2
(ǫi1ǫ
j
2 − ǫj1ǫi2) (16)
tV3 = V3g{(2k + q − P )µǫ(l) νǫ2 µǫν(f) − (k + P − q)µǫ2 νǫ(l)µǫν(f) + (2(P − q)− k)µǫ(l) νǫµ(f)ǫν2}
(17)
tV V P = AG
′ǫαβγδ(P − q)αǫ2 βkγǫ(f) δ . (18)
Here P is the total (initial) momentum of Rcc, k is the final momentum of the vector and
q, the internal loop momentum, as assigned in Fig. 5. ǫ symbols with the indices 1, 2 and
(l), (f) are the polarization vectors of the resonance R = R(1, 2), of the exchanged vector
and the final vector meson respectively. After summing over polarizations,
∑
ǫ1 iǫ1 k = δik ,∑
ǫ2 jǫ2 l = δjl , (19)
for the two-heavy and near-threshold D∗(s), and,
∑
ǫ(l) δǫ(l) ν = −gδν + (P − k − q)δ(P − k − q)ν
M2l
, (20)
for the vector meson exchanged between V1 and V2, hence, the amplitude can be written
as,
−itij = −1
2
AIV3gRG
′g
∫
d4q
(2π)4
qα(P − k)γ
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
×{ǫ(f) δ((2k + q − P )jǫαiγδ − (2k + q − P )iǫαjγδ
−(k + P )δ(ǫαiγδǫj(f) − ǫαjγδǫi(f))
+(2(P − q)− k)µǫµ(f)(ǫαiγj − ǫαjγi)} . (21)
The second term is proportional to (kγPδ − Pγkδ)(ǫαiγδǫj(f) − ǫαjγδǫi(f)) = −2kγPδ(ǫαiγδǫjf −
ǫαjγδǫi(f)). We apply a Feynman parametrization for this integral,
1
abc
= 2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
1
(a+ (b− a)x+ (c− b)y)3 , (22)
with
a = q2 −m21; b = (P − q)2 −m22; c = (P − q − k)2 −M2l . (23)
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Using the change of variable q′ = q − Px+ ky, it can be seen that the second term in Eq.
(21) is proportional to
− 2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫
d4q′
(2π)4
(q′ + Px− ky)α
(q′2 + s(Ml))3
2kγPδ(ǫ
αiγδǫjf − ǫαjγδǫif ) , (24)
with
s(Ml) = (P
2 −m22 +m21)x+ (−2Pk −M2l +m22 + k2)y − (Px− yk)2 −m21 . (25)
The term which is odd in q′ vanishes and those not odd in q′ are proportional either to
kγPδPαǫ
αiγδ or kγPδkαǫ
αiγδ, both being equal to zero. Hence, two different kinds of integral,
which are parametrized using Lorentz covariance, remain in Eq. (21),
∫ d4q
(2π)4
qα(2k + q − P )j
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
= i(aPαPj + bPαkj + ckαPj + dkαkj + egαj)∫
d4q
(2π)4
qα(2(P − q)− k)µ
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
= i(APαPµ +BPαkµ + CkαPµ +Dkαkµ + Egαµ) (26)
In Eq. (26), for Pj = 0 as in the center of mass system, only the terms proportional to b, d
and e survives. Whereas when contracting with ǫµ(f) in the Lorentz gauge, terms with B
and D are zero.
Let us start with the second integral. For convenience, we separate it into two terms,
one that goes like qαqµ, and the other, proportional to qα, with coefficients −2 and (2P−k)µ,
respectively. We define,
∫
d4q
(2π)4
qαqµ
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
= i(A1PαPµ +B1Pαkµ + C1kαPµ +D1kαkµ + E1gαµ) . (27)
For simplicity, we work in the center of mass system with the z axes defined in the direction
of ~k, the momenta of the final vector meson. Thus, we have, for the r. h. s. of Eq. (27),
1) For α = 0;µ = 0, i(A1P
2
0 +B1P0k0 + C1k0P0 +D1k
2
0 + E1),
2) For α = 0;µ = 3, i(B1P0k3 +D1k0k3),
3) For α = 3;µ = 3, i(D1k
2
3 −E1).
Let us start with the second case of α = 0;µ = 3, where the integral of the l. h. s. of Eq.
(27) is convergent. By taking the change of variable q′ = q − Px+ ky and using the same
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Feynman parametrization of Eqs. (22), (23) and (25), the integral is odd in q′0 and/or q
′
3,
and so we obtain,
B1 = − 1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
xy
s(Ml) + iǫ
; C1 = B1; D1 =
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
y2
s(Ml) + iǫ
,
(28)
where we have used the relation:
∫
d4q′/(q′2 + s)3 = iπ2/(2s).
Now inserting the coefficients of Eq. (28) in the resulting equation from Eq. (27) for
each case, α = 0, µ = 0 and α = 3, µ = 3, we obtain the coefficients A1 and E1,
E1 =
i
(2π)3
f(P, k,Ml) +
k23
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
y2
s(Ml) + iǫ
,
(29)
A1 =
1
P 20
{− i
(2π)3
f1(P, k,Ml)− 1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
k23y
2 + k20y
2 − 2P0k0xy
s(Ml) + iǫ
, } (30)
where
f(P, k,Ml) =
∫ dq0 dcos θdqq4cos2θ
(q2 −m21 + iǫ)((P − q)2 −m22 + iǫ)((k + q − P )2 −M2l + iǫ)
(31)
f1(P, k,Ml) =
∫ dq0 dcos θdqq2(q20 + q2cos2θ)
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
. (32)
In the above equation we have performed the integral over the φ angle and q3 = q cos θ,
being θ the angle from the z axes. As can be observed, coefficients A1 and E1 contain
logarithmically divergent integrals. To evaluate them, we perform the integral in q0, and
then the integral over the three-momentum using a cutoff, qmax. The choice of qmax must
be consistent with the maximum momenta needed in the two-meson loop integrals of the
coupled-channel calculation, since here we have the same vertex of the resonance coupled
to D∗D∗(s), as depicted in Fig. (3). In [23], the two-meson loop function is evaluated by
means of the dimensional regularization, with µ = 1500 MeV and α = −1.4. We redo the
coupled channel calculation in [23] using the formula for the two-meson loop function with
cutoff, qmax, which is,
G(s) =
1
4π2
∫ qmax
0
q2dq
ω1 + ω2
ω1ω2(P 20 − (ω1 + ω2)2 + iǫ)
, (33)
Where ω1,2 =
√
q2 +m21,2, and m1,2 = mD∗ or mD∗s . We obtain the value of the cutoff
needed to reproduce the states Rcc and Scc in [23], qmax = 750 MeV, and couplings slightly
higher than in [23]: gR = 20895 MeV and 14705 MeV for the Rcc and Scc respectively.
In Eq. (26), the term not proportional to qαqµ is convergent and can be evaluated by
means of a Feynman parametrization. The explicit form of the integrals in Eqs. (31) and
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(32) are given in the Appendix (A.2). Finally, the amplitude of the diagram in Fig. 5. 1),
can be written as
tij = I gXgAG
′V3 ǫδ{HPαkγ(kiǫαjγδ − kjǫαiγδ) + FPγkαP δǫijγα − 3e(P − k)γǫijγδ} ,
(34)
with H = (b+ d)/2 and F = A+C. The expressions of the coefficients that remain in Eq.
(26) are given in the Appendix (A.2).
3.2 Decay mediated by a pseudoscalar meson, Fig. 5. 2)
Once we have evaluated the diagram in Fig. 5. 1), the one in Fig. 5. 2), with pseudoscalar
exchange, is similarly obtained. From Eq. (14), the amplitude for the PPV vertex is
tPPV = g PV ǫ
µ
1 (2(P − k)− q)µ . (35)
Summing over polarizations of V1, V2, (ǫ1 iǫ2 j − ǫ1 jǫ2 i)ǫ1 kǫ2 l = δikδjl − δjkδil, for the
amplitude of the diagram in Fig. 5. 2), we obtain
−itij =
1
2
ggRG
′APV Ikγǫ(f) δ
∫
d4q
(2π)4
(P − q)α(ǫ jγδα (2(P − k)− q)i − ǫ iγδα (2(P − k)− q)j)
((k − P + q)2 −m2l + iǫ)(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)
.
(36)
The integral in Eq. (36), without the antisymmetric tensor ǫ jγδα can be parametrized using
Lorentz covariance as follows∫
d4q
(2π)4
(P − q)α(2(P − k)− q)i
((k − P + q)2 −m2l + iǫ)(q2 −m21 + iǫ)((P − q)2 −m22 + iǫ)
= i (A˜P αP i + B˜P αki + C˜kαki + D˜kαP i + E˜gαi) (37)
The terms with the coefficients A˜, D˜ are proportional to the momenta of the initial particle,
P i = 0, and the term that goes with C˜ is zero since the presence of kα makes kαkγǫ
αiγδ = 0.
Therefore, only B˜ and E˜ remain, and we obtain,
tij =
1
2
gR(G
′g)APV Ikγǫ(f) δ{B˜Pα(ǫαiγδkj − ǫαjγδki)− 2E˜ǫijγδ} . (38)
With B˜ and E˜ given in the Appendix (A.3).
3.3 Total amplitude and decay width
The sum of the amplitudes of the diagrams depicted in Fig. 5, including pseudoscalar and
vector meson exchange, Eqs. (34) and (38), can be written as:
tij1 = gR(G
′g)ǫ(f) δ{HPαkγ(kiǫαjγδ − kjǫαiγδ) + (Ikγ + JPγ)ǫijγδ + FPγkαP δǫijγα}
(39)
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withH = (∑diag(CVH−12CP B˜)), I = (∑diag(3e(Ml)CV−e(ml)CP )), J = −∑diag 3e(Ml)CV ,
F = (∑diag CV F ), and CV = AIV3, CP = AIPV . The squared amplitud, ∑δ,i,j |tij1 |2, is
∑
δ
|t1|2 = g2g2XG′2(r1 |~k|4 + r2 |~k|2 + r3 ) (40)
with
r1 = (2P
4
0 |F|2)/m2Vf + 4P 20 |H|2 ,
r2 = 4|I|2 + (2P 20 |J |2)/m2Vf + 4P 20Re(IF∗) + (4k0P 30Re(JF∗))/m2Vf ,
+8k0P0Re(HI∗) + 8P 20Re(HJ ∗) ,
r3 = 6m
2
Vf
|I|2 + 6P 20 |J |2 + 12k0P0Re(IJ ∗) , (41)
where mVf = mD∗ . In practise, there is only one constant which is complex, I for the
diagram with ml = mπ. The coefficients CV and CP needed in Eqs. (39) and (40) are
giving in Tables 6 - 11. Finally, the decay width is given by:
ΓRcc→DD∗(s) =
1
2J + 1
|~k|∑δ |t1|2
8πM2Rcc
(42)
In Eq. (35), to reproduce the experimental decay width D∗+ → D0π+, with PV = −1,
a value g = gD = 8.95 is needed, which is significantly larger than that expected from
SU(4), g = 4.16. However (G′g), which is the factor that appears in the amplitude of the
process Rcc → DD∗, see Eq. (39), is not so different from what we expect from SU(4),
because at the same time ΓexpD∗+→D+γ is smaller than what one obtains from the hidden
gauge Lagrangian, and this can be compensated taking a value of G′ smaller (G′ = 0.0087
MeV−1 see section 5). Thus, we use the value of (G′g) = 0.06 MeV−1, obtained with
MV = mρ and f = fπ = 93 MeV, g = MV /2f , and when performing the evaluation of the
errors, we vary the (G′g) constant from this value. Also, one must take into account that
using this value of g, gl or gh, the subtraction constant αh in [23] can be tunned to obtain
the properly masses as explained in section 2.
4 Radiative decays of doubly charmed molecules into
DDγ
In this section we consider the radiative decay of doubly charmed meson molecules, Rcc →
DDγ. In our picture, the decays occur via the one loop diagrams depicted in Fig. 6. Only
non-vanishing diagrams are shown: the contact vertex D∗0D0γπ0 leads to a zero amplitude
(also, when the photon comes out from a neutral vector or pseudoscalar meson, the sum
for all the intermediate neutral particles ρ, ω, J/ψ, gives zero. In the last two diagrams, 4)
and 4.1), it is also possible to have the vertex D+D+γ instead of D∗+D+γ. However, since
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Figure 6: diagrams for the R+cc → D0D+γ decay through one loop.
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1)
Figure 7: Momentum dependence of the first diagram in Fig. 6.
the initial state has JP = 1+, the intermediate transition D∗D∗ → DD is not possible.
Below, we evaluate the different structures 1), 2) and 3) depicted in Fig. 6. The decay
width coming from diagrams 4) and 4.1) can be easily obtained from the evaluation of
the decay width to D(s)D
∗
(s) done in section 3, and their contributions is discussed in the
Results section (6).
4.1 Evaluation of the diagram in Fig. 6 1).
To evaluate the diagram in Fig. 6 1), we show explicitly the momentum assignment in Fig.
7. The necessary interaction Lagrangians are given in Eq. (14). In addition, the hidden
gauge Lagrangian, [8], provides the coupling of the vector meson dominance,
tV γ = PM2V
e
g
ǫ(γ)αǫ
α
V . (43)
Essentially, it replaces ǫ(V ) by ǫ(γ) in Eq. (17). Then, we can write the amplitude as
−it1)ij =
1
2
Ag2g˜eǫ(γ)β
∫
d4q
(2π)4
(ǫ1 iǫ2 j − ǫ1 jǫ2 i)ǫµ1ǫµ
′
3 (2p1 − q)µ(p1 − p2 − q)µ′
×{(2k + q − P )αǫβ3 ǫα2 − (k + P − q)αǫβ2 ǫα3 + (2(P − q)− k)βǫα 3ǫα2}
× 1
(q − p1)2 −m23
1
q2 −M21
1
(P − q)2 −M22
1
(P − q − k)2 −M23
.
(44)
with A = IV3PPV . The sum over polarizations of vectors 1, 2, 3, gives,∑
ǫi1ǫ
µ
1 ≃ −giµ∑
ǫj2ǫ
α
2 ≃ −gjα∑
ǫβ3 ǫ
µ′
3 = −gβµ
′
+
(P − q − k)µ′(P − q − k)β
m23
. (45)
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In the last sum in Eq. (45), it is possible to make an approximation without loosing much in
the numerical results. For the D∗D∗-molecule decaying into DDγ, the intermediate D∗ of
momentum P−q−k is also close to mass-shell. In fact, when the photon takes its maximum
energy, Emaxγ = (s− 4m2D)/2
√
s, we have, for β = µ = 0, −1 + (P−q−k)0(P−q−k)0
m2
D∗
≃ 0.23 and
for β = 0, µ = i, (P−q−k)
0(P−q−k)i
m2
D∗
≃ 0.1. We make the approximation of neglecting the zero
component of the last sum over polarizations in Eq. (45), which simplifies considerably
the calculation. In this framework, the amplitude in Eq. (44) can be written as:
−it1)ij =
1
2
Aeg2g˜ǫ(γ)m
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
(q − p1)2 −m23
1
q2 −M21
1
(P − q)2 −M22
× 1
(P − q − k)2 −M23
{(2p1 − q)i((2k + q)j(2p1 + k − q)m
−(2p1 + k − q)l(k − q)lδjm + (−2q − k)m(2p1 + k − q)j)
−(same but i↔ j)} .
(46)
The result of this integral, (without the factor 1
2
Aeg2g˜ǫm(γ)) takes the form:
i(a1(kiδjm − kjδim) + c1(kjp1 ip1m − kip1 jp1m) + d1(p1 iδjm − p1 jδim)) .
(47)
In the above expression, we have omitted the term e1(p
i
1k
jkm − pj1kikm), which disappear
when contracting with ǫm(γ) in the Coulomb gauge . The integral in Eq. (46) is convergent
and we use the formula for the Feynman parametrization for n = 4 to evaluate it,
1
abcd
= 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
(a + (b− a)x+ (c− b)y + (d− c)z)4 (48)
with
a = q2 −M21
b = (q − p1)2 −m23
c = (P − q)2 −M22
d = (P − q − k)2 −M23 . (49)
The change of variable, q = q′ + p1x + (P − p1)y − kz, simplifies the denominator in Eq.
(48) as (q′2 + s)4 with
s = (p21 +M
2
1 −m23)x+ (P 2 −M22 − p21 +m23)y + (−2Pk −M23 +M22 )z
−M21 − (p1x+ (P − p1)y − kz)2 . (50)
Picking up the coefficients of kiδmj , kjp1 ip1β, p1 iδmj , keeping the antisymmetric combina-
tion in the indices i, j, we obtain,
t
1)
ij = −
1
2
Aeg2g˜ǫ(γ)m(a1(kiδjm − kjδim) + c1(kjp1 ip1m − kip1 jp1m) + d1(p1 iδjm − p1 jδim)) ,
(51)
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Figure 8: Momentum dependence of the Feynman diagrams type 2) and 3) in Fig. 6.
And the coefficients a1, c1 and d1 are given in the Appendix (A.4).
4.2 Evaluation of diagrams Fig. 6 2) and 3).
Let us consider the relevant diagrams in Fig. 8, with momentum variables shown explicitly.
For diagram 2), the amplitude is:
−it2)ij =
1
2
Beg2g˜ǫα(γ)
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
q2 −M21
1
(q − p1)2 −m23
1
(p1 + k − q)2 −m24
1
(P − q)2 −M22
×(2(q − p1)− k)α{(2p1 − q)i(p1 − p2 + k − q)j − (2p1 − q)j(p1 − p2 + k − q)i}
(52)
with B = IPPV , and PV = PV1PV2PV3 (the product of the coefficients for the PPV vertices
in Eq. (35)). The integral in Eq. (52) must be like:
i(a2(kigαj−kjgαi)+ b2Pα(p1 ikj−kip1 j)+ c2(kjp1 i−kip1 j)p1α+d2(p1 igαj−p1 jgαi)) . (53)
We apply the change of variable q = q′+(P −p1)y+(p1−P +k)z with the same Feynman
parametrization of Eq. (48), but now d = (p1 − q + k)2 −m24. In the Coulomb gauge for
the polarization vector of the photon, we can take ǫ0(γ) = 0 and ǫ
i
(γ)ki = 0, we can neglect
the second term. We obtain,
t
2)
ij = −
1
2
Beg2g˜ǫ(γ)m(a2(kiδmj − kjδmi)− c2(kjp1 i − kip1 j)p1m + d2(p1 iδmj − p1 jδmi)) ,
(54)
which has the same form than Eq. (51). The coefficients a2, c2 and d2 are given in the
Appendix (A.4).
To evaluate the diagram in Fig. 6 3), we use the Lagrangian [8]
LV γPP = eM
2
V
4gf 2
Aµ〈V µ(QΦ2 + Φ2Q− 2ΦQΦ)〉 , (55)
for the V γPP vertex, with Q = 1
3
diag(2,−1,−1, 2), which leads to
tV γPP = V2Pγǫ
ν
1ǫ(γ) ν . (56)
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Thus the amplitude of diagram Fig. 8 3) is
t
3)
ij = −
1
2
Ceg2g˜ǫ(γ)ma3((kiδmj − kjδmi) + (p1 iδmj − p1 jδmi)) (57)
where C = IPV1V2Pγ and a3 is given in the Appendix (A.4).
4.3 Total amplitude
So far we have seen that the amplitude takes the structure of Eq. (51) with the coefficients
contributed from various diagrams. Therefore, the square amplitude takes the following
form with the coefficients computed from Eqs. (51), (54) and (57)
∑
δ ij
|t2 ij|2 = 1
4
eg2g˜
|~k|2 (2(C
2f(~k, ~p1)
2 + 2ACf(~k, ~p1)~k
2 + 2A2~k 4 + 2D~k · ~p1(Cf(~k, ~p1) + 2A~k 2)
+D2(f(~k, ~p1) + 2~k
2~p1
2))) (58)
with
f(~k, ~p1) = (~k · ~p1) 2 − |~k|2|~p1|2 (59)
and
A = Aa1 + Ba2 + Ca3
C = Ac1 − Bc2
D = Ad1 + Bd2 + Ca3 . (60)
In addition, if we call p1 to the momenta of the D
0 in the final state, in order to consider
all diagrams in Fig. 6 including those where it is placed D+ with momenta p2 instead of
D0 (diagrams of Fig. 6 1.1), 3.1) and 3.2)) we do in Eq. (58),
A→ A + A′ −D′
C → C + C ′
D → D −D′ , (61)
where A, C and D of the r. h. s of Eq. (61) are those coefficients in Eq. (60) and A′, C ′,
D′, the same but changing p1 → p2 = P − p1 − k and p2 → p1.
The final decay width of the process R+cc(P )→ D0(p1)D+(p2)γ(k) for the initial particle
at rest, is
Γ =
1
64MXπ3(2J + 1)
∫ E1max
E1min
dE1
∫ Eγmax
Eγmin
dEγ θ(1− cos2θ)
∑
δ
|t2|2 ,with
cos θ =
(MX − E1 − Eγ)2 −m22 − |~p1|2 − |~k|2
2|~p1||~k|
E1min = m1 , E2max =
s +m21 −m22
2
√
s
Eγmin = 0 , Eγmax =
s−m21 −m22 − 2m1m2
2
√
s
, (62)
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being θ the angle between p1 and k.
5 Decay of doubly charmed state to D∗Dγ
Finally, we consider the radiative decay depicted in Fig. 9. In order to evaluate both
diagrams for R+cc → D∗0D+γ and R+cc → D∗+D0γ, we need the amplitude for the decay
D∗+ → D+γ and D∗0 → D0γ. They are given by the Lagrangian in Eq. (14), and the
amplitude is
t(D∗→Dγ) = − G
′
√
2
e
g
C ′qµǫ(D∗+) νkαǫ(γ)ǫ
µναβ with C ′ =


4
3
for D∗0
1
3
for D∗+
1
3
for D∗+s
(63)
Fixing the coupling g = mρ/2fπ = 4.16, we can use a value of G
′ in order to reproduce the
experimental decay widths from the PDG, which is Γ(D∗+ → D+γ)/ΓD∗+ = (1.6± 0.4)%,
with ΓD∗+ = 96± 22 KeV. We obtain G′ = 0.0087 MeV−1.
Now the amplitude of the processes depicted in Fig. 9,
t3 ij = I gR
1
2
G′√
2
e
g
C ′
1
q2 −m2D∗
qµkαǫ(γ) β
(
ǫµ αβj ǫ1 i − ǫµ αβi ǫ1 j
)
. (64)
Taking the square of this, we find the decay width
Γ =
1
32MRπ3
∫
p˜2p1√
s
1
2J + 1
∑
δ
|t3|2dMDγ (65)
(66)
with
∑
δ
|t3|2 = −C
′2I2g2RG
′2e2
4g2
(
M2Dγ −m2D
M2Dγ −m2D∗
)2
(67)
and
and p˜2 =
λ1/2(M2Dγ , 0, m
2
D)
2MDγ
, p1 =
λ1/2(M2R, m
2
D,M
2
Dγ)
2MR
.
where MDγ is the invariant mass of the D meson and γ.
6 Results
In this section we discuss the numerical results of the decays evaluated in the previous
sections.They are shown in Table 2. Here, Γtot is the full width, Γ
k are the partial de-
cay widths for the two possible channels k = 1, 2, ex. D0D∗+ and D+D∗0, and Γkj is
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Figure 9: Decay of the doubly charmed states into D∗D(s)γ
ΓR(S)→D(s)Dπ = Γ
kΓD∗→Dπ/ΓD∗ (hadronic decays) or ΓR(S)→DD(s)γ = Γ
kΓD∗
(s)
→D(s)γ/ΓD∗(s)
(radiative decays). The partial decay widths of D∗ and D∗s to Dπ and D(s)γ, are taken
from the PDG. The error shown is evaluated combining both, theoretical and the experi-
mental errors from PDG.
To evaluate the errors we have considered variations of all parameters involved in the
calculation. However some of them are not independent, and the evaluation of the error
has to be done carefully. In the case of the decay into DD∗(s), we have the following
parameters: (gG′), qmax and gR. As mentioned, the coupling of the resonance, gR to the
D∗D∗(s) and qmax are not independent. Furthermore, the mass of the states that we have
found atMR = 3970 MeV and 4100 MeV also depends on qmax: the bigger the cutoff is, the
more bound the obtained state is, and the coupling gR also grows. Thus, the main source
of uncertainties come from variations in the parameters (gG′) and qmax. Performing the
coupled channel calculation for several qmax around 750 MeV, using linear regression we
have found the following approximated relations valid close to the masses of the resonances
Rc(Sc), between the binding energy, B, defined as B =
√
sth −MR, qmax and gR:
B1 = −110 + 0.21 qmax; g1, R = −929 + 28 qmax for Rcc(3970)
B2 = −88 + 0.144 qmax; g2, R = −13216 + 37 qmax for Scc(4100) , (68)
for i = 1, 2, the doubly charmed states without and with strangeness respectively. Taking
a gaussian distribution around the mean values of (gG′) and qmax with σ = 0.15µ, and
using the above relations, we obtain the errors shown in Table 2.
We observe that the total widths of the doubly charmed states, which comes basically
from the decay into D0D∗+ and D+D∗0 for the R+cc, from the channels D
0D∗+s and D
+
s D
∗0
for the S+cc, D
+
s D
∗+ and D+D∗+s for the S
++
cc , are (44 ± 12), (24 ± 8), and (24 ± 8) MeV
for the R+cc, S
+
cc and S
++
cc respectively, giving both channels (ex. D
0D∗+ and D+D∗0) the
same contribution to the width.
The direct diagrams with three/four propagators of Fig. 6, type 1), 2) and 3), lead to
a very small width of the order of few KeV in the case of the R+cc(3970) and S
+
cc(4100) and
0.13 KeV for the doubly charge state, S++cc (4100), the difference in one order of magnitude
is due to the lack of type 2) diagram in this case. The D∗D(s)γ decay channel is smaller
than 1 KeV, except for the channel D∗+s D
0γ channel of the R+cc state, which is 4 KeV.
Direct diagrams with four propragators like in Fig. 6, type 1), substituting the final vector
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line by a pseudoscalar, would also be possible for DD(s)π in the final state, however, they
have anomalous couplings together with heavy meson propagator, for what we expect them
to be also very small.
Thus, the diagrams responsible of the radiative decay of the doubly charmed molecules
are those of type 4) in Fig. 6, where the photon comes out from a D∗ meson. The width
from these diagrams is obtained from section 3, multiplying Γk, the width of Rcc → DD∗
by ΓD∗→Dγ/ΓD∗ , the last quantity taken from the PDG.
Therefore, the most important decay modes of the doubly charmed mesons are DDπ,
DDγ, whereDπ andDγ comes from the decay ofD∗, andDDsπ, DDsγ, for the strangeness
ones.
Finally, we perform the evaluation of the Rcc → DD∗ decay width, shown in Fig.
4, for only one meson exchanged, π, ρ, ... . The result is shown in Table 3 for each
doubly charmed meson. We can see that the most important contribution comes from ρ
exchange, then π and ω respectively for the R+cc(3970), where the interaction of the ρ and
π are constructive, and opposite sign for the ω. For the Scc(4100)
+(+), the most important
contribution comes from the K∗, then, K and J/ψ, being the J/ψ exchange of opposite
sign than the K∗, K.
7 Conclusions
We have considered the possible decay modes of the doubly charmed molecules of [23],
R+cc(3970), S
+
cc(4100) and S
++
cc (4100), and evaluated partial decay widths to DD(s)π and
DD(s)γ. We find that the main source of these decays come from the decay of a D
∗
(s) meson
into D(s)π or D(s)γ. The total widths of the doubly charmed molecules are 44 ± 12 MeV
for the R+cc(3970) and 24 ± 8 MeV for the S+cc(4100) and S++cc (4100). These decays are
mediated by the exchange of one meson, vector or pseudoscalar, between the D∗D∗(s) pair
of the molecule. The largest width comes from ρ, π and ω exchange for the Rcc(3970), and
K∗, K, J/ψ exchange for the Scc(4100).
These mesons are under challenge for experiments, since they are not qq¯, having a pair
of cc and doubly charged. How to produce these mesons is a difficult question. Up to
now, the only observed doubly charmed particle is the Ξ+cc, by its decays, Λ
+K−π+ and
pD+K− [39], however, the BABAR experiment didn’t find evidence for a Ξ+cc in a search in
Λ+c Kπ
+ and Ξ0cπ
+ modes [40]. The same for the BELLE experiment, without any evidence
for a Ξ+cc in the Λ
+
c K
−π+ mode [41]. In the case of e+e− collisions, Belle has produced
double charmed quarks in the final state, J/ψ+ cc¯, however the cross section is very small
σ(e+e− → J/ψ+ cc¯) = (0.74± 0.08) pb and J/ψXnoncc¯ cross section is (0.43± 0.09± 0.09)
pb [42], not being able to produce the cc¯ pair without J/ψ in the final state. More likely,
they could be observed by the LHC in pp collisions or in JPARC, and being fortunated,
the experimentalist could find both, the missed doubly charmed baryon and meson.
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State Channel k Γk [MeV] Channel j Γkj [MeV] Γtot [MeV]
R+cc(3970) Hadronic decays
D0D∗+ 22± 6 D0(D+π0) 7± 2 44± 12
D0(D0π+) 15± 4
D+D∗0 22± 6 D+(D0π0) 14± 4
Radiative decays
D+D∗0 D+(D0γ) 8± 2
D0D∗+ D0(D+γ) 0.4± 0.2
D0D+γ (2± 1)× 10−3
D∗0D+γ (0.03± 0.01)× 10−3
D∗+D0γ (0.5± 0.2)× 10−3
S+cc(4100) Hadronic decays
D+s D
∗0 12± 4 D+s (D0π0) 7± 2 24± 8
D0D∗+s 12± 4 - -
Radiative decays
D0D∗+s D
0(D+s γ) 11± 4
D+s D
∗0 D+s (D
0γ) 5± 2
D0D+s γ (2± 1)× 10−3
D∗0D+s γ (0.3± 0.1)× 10−3
D∗+s D
0γ (4± 1)× 10−3
S++cc (4100) Hadronic decays
D+s D
∗+ 12± 4 D+s (D+π0) 4± 1 24± 8
D+s (D
0π+) 8± 3
D+D∗+s 12± 4 - -
Radiative decays
D+D∗+s D
+(D+s γ) 11± 4
D+s D
∗+ D+s (D
+γ) 0.2± 0.1
D+D+s γ (1.3± 0.1)× 10−4
D∗+D+s γ (0.3± 0.1)× 10−3
D∗+s D
+γ (0.3± 0.1)× 10−3
Table 2: Total and partial decay widths of the different decay modes of the doubly charmed
states.
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State Intermediate meson Γk [MeV]
R+cc(3970) ρ 15.2
π 7.2
ω 1.7
J/ψ 0.6
η 0.14
ηc 0.07
η′ 0.018
ρ+ π 30.0
ρ+ ω 7.0
π + ω 6.0
S+(+)cc (4100) K
∗ 15.0
K 4.3
J/ψ 1.7
η 0.4
η′ 0.2
ηc 0.19
K∗ +K 24.9
K∗ + J/ψ 9.8
J/ψ +K 4.2
Table 3: Decay width obtained from the diagrams in Fig. 6 for one meson exchanged.
A Appendix
A.1 Pole positions of the dynamically generated XYZ using two
different prescriptions for g = mV /(2f) in Eqs. (5) and (6).
The pole positions and coupling constants in the hidden charm sector using αh = −1.4
and gl = mρ/(2fπ) or αh = −1.27 and gh = mD∗/(2fD) in the H − H channels. As
one can observe, the use of a different strength gh for these channels is compensated by
small changes in αh and the strongest coupling to the main channel, D
∗D¯∗ or D∗sD¯
∗
s barely
changes.
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|gR|[MeV] (gl)
√
s0[MeV] 3936 + i 6 3940 + i 0.0 3921 + i 30 4174 + i 97
αh = −1.4 I = 0; J = 0 I = 0; J = 1 I = 0; J = 2 I = 0; J = 2
D∗D¯∗ 18700 18260 20600 2250
D∗sD¯
∗
s 9900 9900 9050 20400
K∗K¯∗ 4 40 10 100
ρρ 50 0 100 90
ωω 1400 0 2800 2970
φφ 710 0 1600 3800
J/ψJ/ψ 390 0 2400 2400
ωJ/ψ 1600 0 4500 3400
φJ/ψ 490 0 1900 6900
ωφ 60 0 190 2100
|gR|[MeV] (gh)
√
s0[MeV] 3950 + i 12 3955 + i 0.0 3922 + i 24 4161 + i 50
αh = −1.27 I = 0; J = 0 I = 0; J = 1 I = 0; J = 2 I = 0; J = 2
D∗D¯∗ 18000 17200 21000 900
D∗sD¯
∗
s 10500 11000 5200 19500
K∗K¯∗ 30 80 50 90
ρρ 60 0 80 50
ωω 1700 0 2300 1700
φφ 1400 0 1800 2800
J/ψJ/ψ 390 0 3200 4450
ωJ/ψ 1700 0 3500 1800
φJ/ψ 1400 0 2800 5500
ωφ 440 0 830 1900
Table 4: Pole positions and couplings gR to the different channels in two cases 1) using
g = mρ/(2fπ) in all channels, or 2) use of gh = mD∗/(2fD) in the channels where heavy
mesons are involved, for Isospin= 0.
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|gR|[MeV]
√
s0[MeV] 3969 + i 140 3924 + i 70
I = 1; J = 2 ( gl) ( gh)
D∗D¯∗ 20500 20560
K∗K¯∗ 190 150
ρρ 0 0
ρω 5000 3600
ρJ/ψ 8700 6200
ρφ 3700 2600
Table 5: Pole positions and couplings gR to the different channels in two cases 1) using
g = mρ/(2fπ) in all channels, or 2) use of gh = mD∗/(2fD) in the channels where heavy
mesons are involved, for Isospin= 1.
A.2 Decay of Rc(Sc) to DD
∗: Coefficients in Eq. (26).
The coefficients that survives in Eq. (26),
b =
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(2− y)x
s(Ml) + iǫ
d =
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(y − 2)y
s(Ml) + iǫ
e =
i
(2π)3
f(P, k,Ml) +
k23
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
y2
s(Ml) + iǫ
A =
1
P 20
{ 2i
(2π)3
f1(P, k,Ml) +
1
8π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
k23y
2 + k20y
2 − 2P0k0xy + xP 20
s(Ml) + iǫ
}
C =
1
8π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(x− 1)y
s(Ml) + iǫ
E = −2e(Ml) , (69)
with
s(Ml) = (P
2 −m22 +m21)x+ (−2Pk −M2l +m22 + k2)y − (Px− yk)2 −m21 . (70)
The integrals in Eqs. (31), (32), and (69),
f(P, k,Ml) =
∫
dq0 dq dx q
4x2
(q2 −M21 + iǫ)((P − q)2 −M22 + iǫ)((P − q − k)2 −M2l + iǫ)
= −i2π
∫ qmax
0
dq
∫ 1
−1
dxq4 x2 ×
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×
(
1
2ω1(P0 − ω1 + ω2 − iǫ)(P0 − ω1 − ω2 + iǫ)(k0 − P 0 + ω1 − ωl + iǫ)(k0 − P 0 + ω1 + ωl − iǫ)
× 1
2ω2(P0 − ω1 + ω2 + iǫ)(P0 + ω1 + ω2 − iǫ)(k0 + ω2 − ωl + iǫ)(k0 + ω2 + ωl − iǫ)
× 1
2ωl(P0 − k0 + ω1 + ωl − iǫ)(P0 − k0 − ω1 + ωl + iǫ)(k0 + ω2 − ωl − iǫ)(k0 − ω2 − ωl + iǫ)
)
(71)
f1(P, k,Ml) =
∫
dq0 dq dx q
2(q20 + q
2x2)
(q2 −m21)((P − q)2 −m22)((k + q − P )2 −M2l )
= −iπ
∫ 1
−1
dx
∫ qmax
0
q2dq ×
×
(
q2x2 + ω21
ω1(iǫ+ P0 − ω1 − ω2)(−iǫ+ P0 − ω1 + ω2)(iǫ+ P0 − k0 − ω1 − ωl)(−iǫ+ P0 − k0 − ω + ωl
− −P
2
0 − q2x2 − 2P0ω2 − ω22
(−iǫ − P0 + ω1 − ω2)ω2(P0 + ω1 + ω2)(−iǫ− k0 − ω2 + ωl)(k0 + ω2 + ωl)
− −P
2
0 − q2x2 − k20 − 2P0ωl − ω2l + 2k0(P0 + ωl)
(iǫ− P0 + k0 − ω1 − ωl)(−iǫ− P0 + k0 + ω1 − ωl)(iǫ+ k0 − ω2 − ωl)(−iǫ + k0 + ω2 − ωl)ωl
)
(72)
with ω1,2 =
√
q2 +m21,2, ωl =
√
q2 + |~k| 2 + 2q|~k|x+M2l and x = cosθ.
The coefficients in Eq. (38),
B˜ =
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(x− 1)(2− y)
s(ml) + iǫ
E˜ = e(ml) (73)
Where e(ml) and s(ml) stands for e and s in the formulas of Eqs. (69) and (70), but the
mass of the vector meson exchanged, Ml, replaced by the pseudoscalar one, ml.
A.3 Direct decays of Rc(Sc) into DDγ: coefficients for the ampli-
tudes from the Feynmann diagrams depicted in Fig. 6 1),
2) and 3).
The coefficients in Eq. (51),
a1 = −i 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
d4q′
(2π)4
ab1~q
′2 + ac1
(q′2 + s)4
=
1
32π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
(−3ab1
s
+
2ac1
s2
)
,
ab1 = −2−
5z
3
,
27
ac1 = −z(−2(−1 + x− y)(1 + z)~k · ~p1 + (x2 − 2x(1 + y) + y(2 + y))~p1 2) ,
(74)
c1 = −i 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
d4q′
(2π)4
cc1
(q′2 + s)4
=
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
cc1
s2
,
cc1 = 2(−2 + x− y)(−2 + 2x− 2y + z) ,
(75)
d1 = −i 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
d4q′
(2π)4
db1~q
′2 + dc1
(q′2 + s)4
=
1
32π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
(−3db1
s
+
2dc1
s2
)
,
db1 =
5
3
(−2 + x− y) ,
dc1 = (−2 + x− y)(−2(−1 + x− y)(1 + z)~k · ~p1 + (x2 − 2x(1 + y) + y(2 + y))~p1 2) ,
(76)
and
s1 = (p
2
1 +M
2
1 −m23)x+ (P 2 −M22 − p21 +m23)y + (−2Pk −M23 +M22 )z
−M21 − (p1x+ (P − p1)y − kz)2 . (77)
Where we have taken the trace in the terms proportional to q′l q
′
m. Also, we have used the
formulas
∫ d4q
(q2+s)4
= iπ
2
6s2
,
∫ d4q q2
(q2+s)4
= iπ
2
3s
and
∫ d4q ~q 2
(q2+s)4
= − iπ2
4s
.
The coefficients in Eq. (54),
a2 = −i 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
d4q′
(2π)4
q′2
(q′2 + s2)4
=
1
8π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
1
s2
, (78)
c = −i 6
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
d4q′
(2π)4
Cc
(q′2 + s2)4
=
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫ y
0
dz
cc
s22
,
cc2 = −4(2 + x2 + y2 + y(3− 2z)− 3z + z2 + x(−3− 2y + 2z)) ,
(79)
d2 = 0 ,
and
s2 = (−M22 +m23 + P 2 − p21)y + (M22 −m24 − P 2 + 2kp1 + p21)z + (M21 −m23 + p21)x
−(p1x+ (P − p1)y + (k − P + p1)z)2 −M21 .
(80)
The coefficient a3 in Eq. (57),
a3 = −i 2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
d4q′
(2π)4
(2− y)
(q′2 + s3)3
=
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(2− y)
s
(81)
s3 = −M21 + (M21 −M22 + P 2)x+ (k2 +M22 −m23 − P 2 + 2kp1 + p21)y
−(Px+ (k − P + p1)y)2 ,
(82)
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A.4 Decay of Rc(Sc) to DD
∗
(s): Coefficients CV and CP in Eqs. (39)
and (40).
Coefficients needed in Eqs. (39) and (40), CV and CP , for the evaluation of the decay
Rcc → DD∗(s).
V1 V2 ml m V I A PV CP
D∗+ D∗0 π0 D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
−1
2
1√
2
1
4
D∗+ D∗0 η D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
− 1√
6
− 1√
3
−1
6
D∗+ D∗0 η′ D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
− 1
2
√
3
− 1√
6
− 1
12
D∗+ D∗0 ηc D
+ D∗0 − 1√
2
− 1√
2
1 1
2
D∗0 D∗+ π− D+ D∗0 1√
2
− 1√
2
−1 1
2
D∗0 D∗+ π0 D0 D∗+ 1√
2
1
2
− 1√
2
−1
4
D∗0 D∗+ η D0 D∗+ 1√
2
− 1√
6
− 1√
3
1
6
D∗0 D∗+ η′ D0 D∗+ 1√
2
− 1
2
√
3
− 1√
6
1
12
D∗0 D∗+ ηc D
0 D∗+ 1√
2
− 1√
2
1 −1
2
D∗+ D∗0 π+ D0 D∗+ − 1√
2
− 1√
2
−1 −1
2
Table 6: Coefficient CP in Eq. (39) for R
+
cc.
V1 V2 Vl m V I A PV CV
D∗+ D∗0 ρ0 D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
−1
2
1√
2
1
4
D∗+ D∗0 ω D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
1
2
1√
2
−1
4
D∗+ D∗0 J/ψ D+ D∗0 − 1√
2
1√
2
−1 1
2
D∗0 D∗+ ρ+ D+ D∗0 1√
2
1√
2
1 1
2
D∗0 D∗+ ρ0 D0 D∗+ 1√
2
1
2
− 1√
2
−1
4
D∗0 D∗+ ω D0 D∗+ 1√
2
1
2
1√
2
1
4
D∗0 D∗+ J/ψ D0 D∗+ 1√
2
1√
2
−1 −1
2
D∗+ D∗0 ρ− D0 D∗+ − 1√
2
1√
2
1 −1
2
Table 7: Coefficient CV in Eq. (39) for R
+
cc.
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V1 V2 ml m V I A PV CP
D∗+s D
∗0 η D+s D
∗0 −1 − 1√
6
1√
3
1
3
√
2
D∗+s D
∗0 η′ D+s D
∗0 −1 − 1
2
√
3
−
√
2
3
− 1
3
√
2
D∗+s D
∗0 ηc D
+
s D
∗0 −1 − 1√
2
1 1√
2
D∗0 D∗+s K
− D+s D
∗0 −1 − 1√
2
−1 − 1√
2
D∗0 D∗+s η D
0 D∗+s −1 1√6 − 1√3 13√2
D∗0 D∗+s η
′ D0 D∗+s −1 − 1√3 − 1√6 − 13√2
D∗0 D∗+s ηc D
0 D∗+s −1 − 1√2 1 1√2
D∗+s D
∗0 K+ D0 D∗+s −1 − 1√2 −1 − 1√2
Table 8: Coefficient CP in Eq. (39) for S
+
cc.
V1 V2 Vl m V I A PV CV
D∗+s D
∗0 J/ψ D+s D
∗0 −1 1√
2
−1 1√
2
D∗0 D∗+s K
∗+ D+s D
∗0 −1 1√
2
1 − 1√
2
D∗0 D∗+s J/ψ D
0 D∗+s −1 1√2 −1 1√2
D∗0 D∗+s K
∗− D0 D∗+s −1 1√2 −1 1√2
Table 9: Coefficients CV in Eq. (39) for S
+
cc.
V1 V2 ml m V I A PV CP
D∗+s D
∗+ η D+s D
∗+ 1 − 1√
6
1√
3
− 1
3
√
2
D∗+s D
∗+ η′ D+s D
∗+ 1 − 1
2
√
3
−
√
2
3
1
3
√
2
D∗+s D
∗+ ηc D
+
s D
∗+ 1 − 1√
2
1 − 1√
2
D∗+ D∗+s K¯
0 D+s D
∗+ 1 − 1√
2
−1 1√
2
D∗+ D∗+s η D
+ D∗+s 1
1√
6
− 1√
3
− 1
3
√
2
D∗+ D∗+s η
′ D+ D∗+s 1 − 1√3 − 1√6 13√2
D∗+ D∗+s ηc D
+ D∗+s 1 − 1√2 1 − 1√2
D∗+s D
∗+ K0 D+ D∗+s 1 − 1√2 −1 1√2
Table 10: Coefficient CP in Eq. (39) for S
++
cc .
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V1 V2 Vl m V I A PV CV
D∗+s D
∗+ J/ψ D+s D
∗+ 1 1√
2
−1 − 1√
2
D∗+ D∗+s K¯
∗0 D+s D
∗+ 1 1√
2
1 1√
2
D∗+ D∗+s J/ψ D
+ D∗+s 1
1√
2
−1 − 1√
2
D∗+s D
∗+ K∗0 D+ D∗+s 1
1√
2
1 1√
2
Table 11: Coefficient CV in Eq. (39) for S
++
cc .
A.5 Direct decay of Rc(Sc) to DDγ: Coefficients A, B and C in
Eqs. (58), (60) and (61).
Coefficients needed for the evaluation of the diagrams depicted in Fig. 6) 1) − 3), A, B
and C in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61).
V1 V2 V3 m3 m1 m2 Vl P PV1 PV2 V3 I A
D∗0 D∗+ D∗+ π0 D0 D+ ρ0 1√
2
− 1√
2
− 1√
2
1√
2
± 1√
2
1
4
√
2
η − 1√
3
1√
3
− 1
6
√
2
η′ − 1√
6
1√
6
− 1
12
√
2
ηc 1 −1 − 12√2
π0 ω 1
3
√
2
− 1√
2
− 1√
2
− 1√
2
± 1√
2
− 1
12
√
2
η − 1√
3
1√
3
1
18
√
2
η′ − 1√
6
1√
6
1
36
√
2
ηc 1 −1 16√2
π0 J/ψ 2
3
− 1√
2
− 1√
2
1 ± 1√
2
1
3
√
2
η − 1√
3
1√
3
−
√
2
9
η′ − 1√
6
1√
6
− 1
9
√
2
ηc 1 −1 −
√
2
3
D∗0 D∗+ D∗+ π− D+ D0 ρ0 1√
2
−1 1 1√
2
− 1
2
√
2
ω 1
3
√
2
− 1√
2
1
6
√
2
J/ψ 2
3
1 −
√
2
3
Table 12: Coefficient A in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61) for R+cc.
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V1 V2 V3 m3 m1 m2 Vl P PV1 PV2 V3 I A
D∗0 D∗+s D
∗+
s K
− D+s D
0 φ −1
3
−1 1 −1 −1 1
3
J/ψ 2
3
1 2
3
D∗0 D∗+s D
∗+
s η D
0 D+s φ −13 − 1√3 − 1√3 −1 −1 −19
η′ − 1√
6
√
2
3
1
9
ηc 1 −1 13
η J/ψ 2
3
− 1√
3
− 1√
3
1 −1 −2
9
η′ − 1√
6
√
2
3
2
9
ηc 1 −1 23
Table 13: Coefficient A in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61) for S+cc.
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V1 V2 V3 m3 m1 m2 Vl P PV1 PV2 V3 I A
D∗+ D∗+s D
∗+
s K¯
0 D+s D
+ φ −1
3
−1 1 −1 1 −1
3
J/ψ 2
3
−1 1 1 1 −2
3
D∗+ D∗+s D
∗+
s η D
+ D+s φ −13 − 1√3 − 1√3 −1 1 19
η′ − 1√
6
√
2
3
−1
9
ηc 1 −1 −13
D∗+ D∗+s D
∗+
s η D
+ D+s J/ψ
2
3
− 1√
3
− 1√
3
1 1 2
9
η′ − 1√
6
√
2
3
−2
9
ηc 1 −1 −23
D∗+s D
∗+ D∗+ K¯0 D+ D+s ρ
0 1√
2
−1 1 1√
2
1 −1
2
ω 1
3
√
2
−1 1 − 1√
2
1 1
6
J/ψ 2
3
−1 1 1 1 −2
3
D∗+s D
∗+ D∗+ η D+s D
+ ρ 1√
2
1√
3
1√
3
1√
2
1 1
6
η′ −
√
2
3
1√
6
−1
6
ηc 1 −1 −12
D∗+s D
∗+ D∗+ η D+s D
+ ω 1
3
√
2
1√
3
1√
3
− 1√
2
1 − 1
18
η′ −
√
2
3
1√
6
1
18
ηc 1 −1 16
D∗+s D
∗+ D∗+ η D+s D
+ J/ψ 2
3
1√
3
1√
3
1 1 2
9
η′ −
√
2
3
1√
6
−2
9
ηc 1 −1 −23
Table 14: Coefficient A in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61) for S++cc .
V1 V2 m3 m4 m1 m2 Vl P PV1 PV2 PV3 B
D∗+ D∗0 π+ π− D0 D+ ρ0 1√
2
−1 1 √2 1√
2
D∗+s D
∗0 K+ K− D0 D+s ρ
0 1√
2
−1 1 1√
2
1
2
ω 1
3
√
2
1√
2
1
6
φ −1
3
−1 1
3
Table 15: Coefficient B in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61).
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V1 V2 m3 m1 m2 V2Pγ PV1 I C
D∗0 D∗+ π+ D+ D0 −2 1 ± 1√
2
−√2
D∗+ D∗0 π− D0 D+ 1 1 − 1√
2
D∗+ D∗0 π0 D+ D0 1√
2
1√
2
− 1
2
√
2
η − 1√
3
1√
3
1
3
√
2
η′ − 1√
6
1√
6
1
6
√
2
ηc 1 −1 1√2
D∗0 D∗+s K
+ D+s D
0 −2 1 −1 2
D∗+s D
∗0 K− D0 D+s 1 1 −1 −1
D∗+s D
∗0 η D+s D
0 1√
3
1√
3
−1
3
η′ −
√
2
3
1√
6
1
3
ηc 1 −1 1
Table 16: Coefficient C in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61).
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V1 V2 m3 m1 m2 V2Pγ PV1 I C
D∗0 D∗+ π+ D+ D0 −2 1 ± 1√
2
−√2
D∗+ D∗0 π− D0 D+ 1 1 − 1√
2
D∗+ D∗0 π0 D+ D0 1√
2
1√
2
− 1
2
√
2
η − 1√
3
1√
3
1
3
√
2
η′ − 1√
6
1√
6
1
6
√
2
ηc 1 −1 1√2
D∗0 D∗+s K
+ D+s D
0 −2 1 −1 2
D∗+s D
∗0 K− D0 D+s 1 1 −1 −1
D∗+s D
∗0 η D+s D
0 1√
3
1√
3
−1 −1
3
η′ −
√
2
3
1√
6
1
3
ηc 1 −1 1
D∗+s D
∗+ η D+s D
+ 1√
3
1√
3
1 1
3
D∗+s D
∗+ η′ D+s D
+ −
√
2
3
1√
6
1 −1
3
D∗+s D
∗+ ηc D
+
s D
+ 1 −1 1 −1
D∗+s D
∗+ K¯0 D+ D+s −1 1 1 −1
D∗+ D∗+s η D
+ D+s − 1√3 − 1√3 1 13
η′ − 1√
6
√
2
3
1 −1
3
ηc 1 −1 1 −1
D∗+ D∗+s K
0 D+s D
+ −1 1 1 −1
Table 17: Coefficient C in Eqs. (58), (60) and (61).
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